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— Je pense que
    ça va te plaire.

sQecial media
books, gifts, curiosities? — 

“Just Like
Heaven”

 is a weekly radio show broadcast on the Lexington, Kentucky radio station 
WRFL. Founded in August 2021, the show airs every Thursday from 7 to 9 
a.m. The program is hosted by a volunteer student DJ who goes by the name 
“Angel.” The inspiration for the title of the program is not aaested, but is 
widely believed to reference a song of the same name by The Cure. 

Just Like Heaven is described by its host as “a divine blend of dream pop, Just Like Heaven is described by its host as “a divine blend of dream pop, 
shoegaze, and all things heavenly.” Previous editions of the show have 
featured artists such as Cocteau Twins, Lush, The Cure, Mazzy Star, Pale 
Saints, my bloody valentine, Slowdive, and more. However, the show has 
also cast light on less familiar artists such as Seefeel, bel canto, Love Spirals 
Downwards, and Bowery Elecric, among others. Occasionally, the show will 
also feature music that could be described as new age, ambient, and/or indie 
rock. One listener of Just Like Heaven described the show this way: 
“Sooooooooo dreamyyyyyyyyyyyyy zzzzzzz hahahaha.” 

For listeners in Lexington, Kentucky, the program can be heard live by For listeners in Lexington, Kentucky, the program can be heard live by 
tuning in to 88.1 on the FM radio channel every Thursday morning between 
7 and 9 a.m. The program can also be streamed live online via WRFL’s 
website at haps://wrfl.fm/heaven. This web page also features a link to 
archived shows as well as an e-mail address to contact the host DJ, Angel. I 
hope you enjoyed this essay and even learned a thing or two. The end. ☺
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Anna Zheng
@cryinqopal

SUBMISSIONS
The following section is 
dedicated to showcasing art 
pieces submitted to us by UK 
students and recent alumni.

Want to see your work here? 
Submit to the Spring 2023 RiFLe

STUDENT



BRUNO TERUEL
DIGITAL PAINTING



DANI FAUZI



ZACH STANDLEY

SOPHIA KELLEY
@SOPHSSIMULATION



Aura, Avery Cecilia
@sketchphase

Lilith, by KT White



CAUSTICA
TICE HANNEMANN

CLAIRE PARSONS

EMERY ETZEL



FELIX LOWERY



LUCAS LIMA
@51FORTYNINE

FAITH ROBERTS



BODAGGIT
PHOTOS BY AYO VARILLAS 
@AYOFLYO @BODAGGIT859
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torture and treats







YOSHI CITYYOSHI CITY
FRIDAYSFRIDAYS
@MIDNIGHT@MIDNIGHT

Dave’s Deep Dives

Wednesdays 10a-12n 
Rock, Blues, Jazz, & Americana

from the 1960s to NOW

Genre & theme shows, alternate takes, 
rarities, and plenty of live recordings, 
all from the last 60 years of music. 

88.1 WRFL.fm 

Dave’s Deep Dives

Rock, Blues, Jazz, & Americana
from the 1960s to NOW



“In Situ” A short film written and directed by Walker B. 
Cody. Produced by Tungsten Originals and Alexa Tabert. 
Shot on location in KY.                              @walkercody66
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KAT WHITE
@MATERIAL.DRIFTER



SOUNDWAVES
TUESDAYS 6-8PM
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